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Title: It’s All About Ga es: E terprise A d E trepre eurialis  I  Digital Ga es.  

 

Abstract 

 

This a ti le ai s to o t ast e ig  otio s of f ee  a d eati e  o k i  the o te t of la ou  

market conditions and employment relationships. Empirical research reveals the exploitative 

and precarious nature of work in the experiences of self-employed digital game developers and 

charts the responses of developers to unstable and insecure working conditions. Building on 

work by Pongratz and Voß (2003), Haunschild and Eikhof (2009), and Bergvall-Kåreborn and 

Howcroft (2013), this study finds that a typical response to increasing instability in the labour 

market is to adopt more enterprising and entrepreneurial behaviour in order to find work. This 

article illustrates the consequences for developers by highlighting examples of self-exploitation, 

which is fuelled by a passion for work and is where entrepreneurial practices lead to long 

working hours, unpaid work and a blurring of work-life boundaries. 

 

Introduction  

 

Despite considerable published research on creative industries such as music, TV and film, the 

digital games sector has been comparatively under-researched even given its growing symbolic 

and economic significance. Similar in economic size to the Hollywood film industry 

(Zackariasson et al, 2006) the digital games sector is worth $68.3 billion globally and around 

£2.9 billion to the UK economy (Euromonitor, 2014), with the UK constituting the third largest 

sector in the world (Skillset, 2011). An exemplar of the symbolic significance of the industry is 

the console title Call of Duty: Black Ops 2, hi h as the UK s iggest selli g e te tai e t 

release of 2012 (BBC News, 2012).  

 

Despite the success of the digital games sector in the UK it has been regarded as a risky industry 

characterised by unstable macro conditions. Games firms have had to adapt to major 

technological change impacting on product innovations and power relations in the sector 
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(Parker et al, 2014), government U-turns and European Commission investigations over tax 

breaks (Keynote, 2014) and, in addition, the changing demographic of users which has 

influenced consumption (Prato et al, 2010). Furthermore, instability exists in the labour market 

which is evidenced by employment statistics and the constitution and structure of firms. The 

number of developers working in the sector in the UK declined to 7,000 in 2009 from an 

industry high of 9,400 in 2004 (Skillset, 2011). An accelerating trend of vertical integration in 

the mid- s, he e s aller independent companies were acquired by larger publishers 

(Phillips et al, 2009), can be contrasted by more recent evidence suggesting the UK sector is 

characterised by small development teams, with a vast majority of companies (80 percent) 

having fewer than 4 employees. Recent statistics suggest only 5 per cent of firms in the sector 

are comprised by those which have between 100 and 249 employees (Keynote, 2013).   

 

An explanation for the changing constitution and structure of the sector can be found in 

significant innovations in business models. The distribution of smartphone handsets, the 

affordability of mobile data plans and the arrival of tablet computers have offered 

opportunities for developers to develop new types of games. Consequently, mobile has become 

the fastest growing gaming platform (Stewart and Misuraca, 2013) and will reach $11.4 billion 

in global revenue by 2014 (Parker et al 2014).  

 

The rapid growth of the sector, dynamic changes to digital games products and emerging 

technologies have lowered the barriers to entry and affected working practices. Increasing 

a essi ilit  to digital platfo s has e ou aged the suppl  of o li e o te t.  Apple s  iPho e 

“oft a e De elop e t Kit o  iO“ soft a e de elop e t kit  a d Google s ope  sou e 

Android platform have allowed mobile apps to be developed and sold on the App store and 

Google Play stores respectively (Bergvall-Kåreborn and Howcroft, 2013). This critical lowering of 

barriers to entry has allowed third party game developers to gain employment to the industry 

amid unstable labour market conditions, rather than the alternative of seeking employment 

outside this industry niche. Perhaps the lowering of barriers in entry provides an explanation 

for the changes to the constitution of firms in the sector and the trend towards smaller 
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development teams. These changes give developers choices in terms of work and employment, 

whether to work as an employee or freelance or to work in an independent studio as a self-

employed developer.  

 

Nascent research in the area of digital games has tended to focus on managerial tensions when 

reconciling creative, technical and commercial imperatives (Tschang, 2007), the quality of work 

life and exploitative working conditions (Robinson, 2005), employment relationships (Peuter 

and Dyer-Witheford,2005), managerial control (Cohendet and Simon, 2007) and evolution of 

skills development (Izushi and Aoyama, 2006). However, work typically has focused on the 

relationship between console game manufacturers and developers, not recognising new 

working practices in other areas of games production.   Only a limited number of studies 

(Haunschild and Eikhof,2009; Bergvall-Kåreborn and Howcroft,2013; Coulsen,2012) discuss how 

unstable labour market conditions lead to entrepreneurial activity amongst workers. Faced with 

contrasting accounts of the impact of precarious labour market conditions on creative workers, 

the aim of this article is to examine the experiences of a cohort of digital games developers in a 

sector that is, by contemporary prescription, creatively empowered and entrepreneurial. 

Specifically, the article will consider the consequences for work and employment in the local 

sectoral labour market, which has unstable labour market conditions. It will then subject to 

empirical scrutiny the work of Pongratz and Voß (2003) and evaluate the appropriateness of 

their typology given the experiences of these developers. 

 

The heroic entrepreneur? 

 

A traditional mainstream view of enterprise is the self-made heroic entrepreneur, centred 

around positive images of successful independent businesses. Such rhetoric of a  e te p isi g 

self  Du Ga ,  has led to a  ethos of e te p ise that has o su ed pa ts of 

entrepreneurial discourse. The heart of the argument focuses on an individual s apa it  to e 

enterprising whether through risk taking, creativity or self-reliance (Down, 2010: Beck, 1997).  
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De elop e ts i  the e  e o o  ha e i flue ed a o e e t to a ds self-employment, 

and a workforce characterised by entrepreneurial activity. Politi al e ou age e t of “ME s i  

combination with structural changes to firms, innovations in technology and lean techniques 

have resulted in more outsourced and subcontracted work (Grimshaw et al., 2001), 

encouraging individuals to undertake entrepreneurial activity. Furthermore, attitudes towards 

self-employment are underpinned by perceptions of increased freedom and personal choice 

and recognised as an additional motivator (Bogenhold and Stabler, 1991). This characterisation 

of enterprise is  oupled ith e t ep e eu ial a ee  fo s, su h as the ou da less  o  

po tfolio  a ee , hi h ha e e e ged i  a ade i  dis ou se a d highlight the positi e 

e efits of fle i ilit  a d hoi e Defillippi a d A thu ,  e apsulated  the f ee age t  

mentality by which individuals utilise their labour power in secure markets to achieve better 

conditions (Baldry et al, 2007).  

 

In contrast to the predominantly optimistic interpretations of entrepreneurial activity, 

alternative views highlight the negative implications for individuals, which include anxiety about 

the short term nature of work (Sennett 1998) and its increasingly fragmented nature 

(Marchington et al 2005).  This alternative perspective suggests changing structural forces have 

led to some people facing limited options in terms of employment. Limited options may include 

o ke s ei g fo ed  to pa ti ipate i  i olu ta  self-employment due to the erosion of 

conventional organisational structures resulting from the use of new technologies, outsourcing 

and the vertical integration of firms (Kautomen et al . This fo ed  self-employment can 

occur when an employer redefines a task that has been conventionally performed in a standard 

employment relationship but is converted into a sub-contracting arrangement.   

 

Creative Industries and Labour Markets  

 

E plo e t i  eati e i dust ies is ele ated as fle i le, li e ati g a d ool  ‘ee es, . 

However, more detailed analysis of creative work suggests the bohemian, autonomous creative 

o ke  e jo i g a ou da less a ee  eplete ith e ite e t, fle i ilit  a d p estige 
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appears less than convincing (Hesmondhalgh and Baker, 2009). In many creative industries 

differing methods of production have influenced work arrangements resulting in new forms of 

employment relationships characterised by project based work, temporary contracts, and 

freelancing (Blair, 2009; Barley and Kunda, 2004). In addition, numerous cultural workers were 

effectively pushed into self-e plo e t i  the s i  search of self-exploration and self-

fulfilment due to the economic recession, industrial downsizing and a lack of government 

subsidy for the arts and culture (Leadbeater and Oakley 1999). These competitive and 

regulatory changes have led to unstable labour market conditions that characterise the creative 

industries (Haunschild and Eikhof, 2009). In the software industry, individuals have found jobs 

restricted due to sectoral restructuring and downturn (Warhurst et al 2006).  Precarity is 

commonplace for ma  eati e o ke s, fo  ho  sta  pe fo e s  e epted, o k is 

characterised by excessive labour supply and insufficient demand (Smith and McKinlay 2009). 

 

Insecure labour market conditions have led to the growth of short-term contracts, limited job 

protection and uncertain career prospects (Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2009). Consequently, 

eati e o ke s a e e pe ted to e fle i le , o itti g the sel es to the o e ial 

imperatives of the firm over non-work commitments (Banks, 2007) and relocating to wherever 

the job might take them (Haunschild and Eikhof, 2009). Long hours and poor work-life balance 

po t a  the i dust  as ha i g a uthless o k egi e t  suggesti g at est that o ke s feel 

ambivalent towards these brutal working conditions, which contest the ool  a d li e ati g  

image of working in the sector (Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2009).  

 

Levels of insecurity, which typify the creative industries generally, are also visible in the digital 

games sector. Typically, the industry is represented by project-based work where labour is 

constitutively unstable (Peuter and Dyer-Witheford, 2005, Izushi and Aoyama, 2006). Due to its 

youth and the constant drive for creativity and innovation, employment follows a flexible 

employment model characterised by temporary and sub contracts, and free agent self-guided 

career patterns (Cadin et al 2006). The flexible employment model provides labour market 
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conditions which are, at best, unstable for workers due to the casual nature of employment 

(Peuter and Dyer-Witheford, 2005).   

 

The cultural entrepreneur  

 

Sectoral and labour market shifts have been reinforced by political discourse and media 

commentary, which positively encourage enterprise in the digital sector. The political 

remodelling from the cultural to creative industries, putting enterprise at the heart of the 

creative sector (Garnham, 2005), along with the drive for creative workers to develop 

entrepreneurial skills (Hesmondhalgh and Banks,2009), have gone some way to altering 

expectations and developing a eati e lass  of e t ep e eu s Coulse , . Poli  

initiatives, such as the Blueprint for Technology (2010), have combined with political rhetoric to 

illustrate the wealth of opportunity that ostensibly available for workers willing to take up 

entrepreneurial activity. Media rhetoric highlighting the success of games such as Angry Birds 

along with success stories of digital entrepreneurs such as Mark Zuckerberg further encourage 

the celebration of enterprise in the digital sector.   

 

The concept of the cultural entrepreneur broadly follows the new form of labour supply 

o eptualised  Po g atz a d Voß  as the e t eplo ee , he e a  e plo ee edefi es 

their productive capacity within the workplace and the wider labour market. The original 

conceptualisation is distinct from self-e plo ed o ke s a d efe s to the i eased 

e t ep e eu ial ha dli g of o e o  o k apa ities  ithi  fi s. Ma ket o ditio s a d 

changing structural factors are steering the active promotion of employee responsibility and a 

more entrepreneurial manner in both the workplace and the wider labour market (Pongratz 

and Voß,2003:2). In an important extension of this framework, Pongratz (2008) put forward the 

otio  of a so iet  of e t ep e eu s  as o ke s i easi gl  face the need to act as an 

entrepreneur in its various forms, which include that of the self-employed and the freelancer.  

 

A o di g to Po g atz a d Voß :  the e t eplo ee  is ha a te ised  th ee featu es:  
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Self-control – Intensified independent planning, control and monitoring of work by the 

person responsible. Self- commercialisation – Intensified active and practical 

p odu tio  a d o e ialisatio  of o e s o  apa ities a d pote tial o  the la ou  

market as well as within companies. Self-rationalisation – Self determined organisation 

of one daily life and long term plans, and the tendency to accept willingly the 

importance of the company (employer) as an integral part of life.    

 

The e te sio  of the e t eplo ee  f a e o k  Po g atz 08) to wider entrepreneurial 

functions means that the conceptualisation is particularly useful for analysing digital gaming 

given the wider context of changing market structures, the increasingly competitive 

environment, and the political climate which encourages entrepreneurial activity. Research by 

Haunschild and Eikhof (2009) and Bergvall-Kåreborn and Howcroft (2013) have used the 

ha a te isatio  of the e t eplo ee  to illust ate ho  o ke s ha e take  o  e t ep e eu ial 

functions in challenging labour market conditions.  This article will add to this body of research 

by examining the relationship between the labour market and entrepreneurialism/enterprise 

within the digital games sector. Specifically, the study seeks to examine the extent to which the 

categories outlined by Pongratz and Voß (2003) capture the lived experience of digital games 

developers.   

 

Methodology  

 

The fieldwork took place in 2012 in various locations in North West England, which contains a 

creative cluster for game development that has recently undergone a number of structural 

changes (Nesta, 2010).  In 2009, the North West had a number of large game studios employing 

over 360 employees and turning over £30 million (Phillips et al, . “i e  the egio s 

major studios have suffered downsizing or closure, which have had a significant impact on 

employment, resulting in the emergence of smaller independent firms.  As compared with 

other regional clusters, one distinctive characteristic of the North West of England is that a 
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significant number of development studios have been recently acquired by foreign owned 

publishers, so that the sector has a greater number of independent developers (Phillips et al, 

2009, Nesta, 2010).  

 

A qualitative approach combined semi-structured interviews with developers, as well as an 

ethnography of local networking events. Initial exploratory conversations with senior 

management and experienced developers concentrated on market trends and the changing 

dynamics of the sector. This preliminary stage was followed by further research investigating 

how these issues impacted on individual experiences of developers and covered topics such as 

motivation for entering into the digital games sector, perceptions of the labour market, working 

practices, working hours, strategies for entering/movement in the labour market, and the 

effect of working conditions.  

 

The developers produced a mix of PC and mobile games with around 60 per cent of 

respondents operating as self-e plo ed I die  o  f eela e de elope s. While the study was 

specifically aimed at self-employed developers, it included developers in full-time employment, 

graduates looking to enter the labour market, recruitment agents, and game development 

lecturers, in order to add further context (Appendix 1). The developers interviewed represented 

a varied grouping as the sample was taken from a mix of ages and roles within the sector in 

order to capture a wide range of experiences. However, there was a gender imbalance in the 

research given the under-representation of women, indicative of wider trends within the 

software sector (Adam, et al .  I itiall , espo de ts e e o ta ted  old all  e ails 

and asked to participate in the study. Other respondents were gathered via a mailing list 

circulated after networking events, following initial face-to-face contact. In total, twenty 

interviews were carried out and included a mixture of face-to-face discussions or via SKYPE and 

lasted between 25 minutes and one hour. All interviews were recorded and transcribed.   

 

The digital games sector is heavily reliant for attracting labour on social networks, which are 

see  to e ke  to dete i i g the i dust s e olutio  a d o petiti e ess Izushi a d 
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Aoyama, 2006).  Therefore, in order to capture the wider context, the research involved an 

o e t eth og aph  at a u e  of et o ki g e e ts Appe di  . At these et o ki g 

events the purpose and intentions of the research were fully disclosed, allowing the researcher 

to provide a credible explanation for detailed probing, questioning and participation.  Activities 

at these e e ts i luded a t itte  all allo i g de elope s to ake eal ti e  o e ts 

during the proceedings, a game development- ased pu  uiz , as ell as uestio  a d a s e  

sessions with organisers and guest speakers. Usually, the networking events ended with 

informal drinks or live music, intended to encourage attendees to interact.  The events took 

place in various North West locations, often in the functions rooms of bars and hotels. The 

number of attendees ranged from 20 to as many as 150 people from the software and game 

de elop e t se to s. Pa ti ipati g i  these e e ts e a led the esea he  to fo ge 

relationships, engage in informal conversations, and gather perspectives on the sector.  This 

ethnography allowed the researcher, acting as participant, to go beyond interviews by meeting 

developers in their own domain, giving additional insights into the culture and behaviours of 

the group (Creswell, 2013).  

 

Data collection and analysis occurred simultaneously and as an on-going reflective process and 

coded by the use of a data analysis tool (NVivo).  A number of themes, such as challenging 

labour market conditions, precarity of work and the importance of establishing and managing 

networks, became apparent.  During analysis, the themes identified by Pongratz and Voß (2003) 

were particularly pertinent and elaborated by respondents. These questions were then probed 

by the researcher to provide additional detail. Furthermore, as developers described their 

movements between full-ti e e plo e t, o ki g o  p oje ts, f eela i g, a d i die  

de elop e t, thei  efle tio s i o ed the so iet  of e t ep e eu s  ide tified  Po g atz 

(2008), and so particular emphasis is paid to the self-employed developers in this study.   

 

The dark side to enterprise  
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The analysis will begin with a section that focuses on market conditions in the region. This will 

highlight a number of key factors that have influenced developers towards self- employment. 

The intention is not to suggest the conditions of digital game developers are unique, but 

illustrate how these conditions provide a useful locus for examining entrepreneurial activity in 

the context of the Pongratz and Voß (2003) framework. 

 

 

Encouraging self-employment  

 

The lack of market and, in consequence labour market, predictability entailed that employees 

were commonly employed on a freelance or contract basis in order to reduce risk amid volatile 

conditions. Firms were acutely aware that permanent employees were a potential drain on 

resources given the changing macro conditions. The reaction was to use freelancers and 

contractors on a project by project basis, giving firms greater flexibility. 

 

We e e  lea …. e te d to ope ate o e o  a outsou ed odel, so herever 

possi le e t  ot to take o  esou ed o  a pe a e t asis e ause it s too 

olatile……so e put people o  fi ed te  o t acts for specific items of work (Chief 

Operating Officer, male, early forties, 1). 

 

The workforce planning strategy replicated in some respects the flexible firm model (Atkinson, 

1985), in which peripheral employment contracts and conditions were created by employers in 

response to erratic market conditions. For developers such strategy exacerbated unstable work. 

The use of freelancers and contractors was generally accepted by developers and seen as 

representative of the working culture in the sector. Developers expressed how they needed to 

adapt to these changing conditions in order to gain employment, thus encouraging higher levels 

of self-employment.   
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The ha ge i  o stitutio  of the eati e luste  i  the id- to late- s as att i uted to 

various factors. Senior management cited that the withdrawal of tax breaks, combined with low 

costs locations offering cheaper production, gave firms sound economic reasons for moving 

production to different geographical locations. Locations such as Canada and Ireland that 

offered tax advantages or India and Russia that were described as low cost areas of production, 

enticed digital games firms to move production, thereby encouraging the closure of studios in 

the region. By 2012 several large studios had either shut or slimmed down leaving one large 

studio in the region. Examples of this included Sony Computer Entertainment (SCE) and Bizarre 

Creations. Some developers reflected on the impact on their prospects of employment within 

the se to . I thi k the e s a lot of people fi di g the sel es et ee  o k. Espe iall  a ou d 

he e the e s a lot fe e  ig o pa ies  (Flash developer, male, late twenties, 15).   

 

One response to this trend was that developers set up as an independent company or as a 

freelancer in order to find work. One particular developer (also the organiser of a local 

networking group) noted that the number of independent companies had grown as a response 

to companies shutting down.  

 

A lot of people set up their own independents especially from Bizarre Creations such as 

Cowrocket and M2 games, it turns out quite a lot have built up around these companies 

falling apart (Freelancer, male, early twenties,9). 

This finding was supported by observers of the sector who explained that, as jobs become 

increasingly scarce, individuals were forced to look for alternative ways to make a living as self-

employment was viewed as viable.  

There are only a finite number of jobs within the industry, and if one or two big 

developers have suddenly gone pop where do all those people go? Where are they 

absorbed? So it makes sense that they start their own (Lecturer, male, early forties, 17). 
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In addition to structural changes, developers highlighted how new platforms for development 

had lowered barriers to entry, making self-employment more feasible.  A payment fee to Apple 

was noted as a small price to pay to start distributing games on the iOS platform.  Google and 

Microsoft platforms were seen as similarly less restrictive, giving independent firms the 

opportunity to publish games outside of the traditional value chain. Independent developers 

discussed how this gave them the ability to make a living producing games independently.  

 

I believe it's a very good time to start your own business with platforms like Steam and 

IOS.  It's so easy to make a game, post it on there and start making money.  There's no 

need for publishers (Co-owner, male, early twenties, 13). 

 

 

Changing market conditions have influenced entrepreneurial and enterprising activity in the 

sector as organisational strategies for managing instability have led to an increase in the use of 

outsourced labour. Changes to the constitution of firms have led many developers to look for 

alternative types of work, with many opting for self-employment. This emerging trend has 

coincided with increased accessibility to development platforms, which has lowered barriers to 

entry and made independent development more viable.  

 

Self-Control     

 

Pongratz and Voß (2003) suggest that individuals have to plan, control and monitor their own 

work activities.  Most developers described their working hours as 9-5 but highlighted that the 

flexibility of self-employment gave them the option of working when they chose.   

 

We do o k ki d of  to  oadl .  It s easie  fo  e e ause I te d to do o e of the 

g aphi s side of it a d data a d e sites.  It s a little it o e just egula  o ki g 

hours.  Jim o ks i  u sts.  “o it s so ethi g he st uggles ith e ause he ll ofte  ha e 
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two or three days of doing nothing but follows up by a mad burst to get loads of work 

done (Co-owner, male, late forties,5). 

 

As the nature of the work is highly dependent on creativity, such as idea creation and problem 

solving during game play, some developers found that this process of development did not 

conform to standard working hours. The flexibility provided by self-employment gave 

developers the ability to organise their work around the creative process. However, flexibility is 

not without problems:  

 

M  pa t e  fo es hi self to sta t odi g…he st uggles ith it e ause he feels guilt  if 

he s ot o ki g a d feels like he should e sat the e  to  doi g eight hou s of coding 

a da  ut he k o s his ai  does t o k that a .  “o he o ks o  a  o /off ki d of 

way but we try to work as much as possible to stick to office hours (Co-owner, male, late 

forties, 5). 

 

Whe  setti g o e s o  hou s so e de elope s t ied to eplicate traditional 9-5 working 

patterns wherever possible as this complemented their non-work commitments. However, 

other developers highlighted that working as an independent developer meant that there was 

o o e egula  o ki g shift , hi h allo ed the  to plan their time in a way they would not 

be able to in a normal studio environment.  

 

While recognising that unstable labour market conditions influenced self-employment, this was 

not cited as their primary reason for becoming self-employed. Creative control was a major 

reason why some developers opted for self-employment.   Developers talked about making 

games without being constrained by commercial imperatives likening themselves to other areas 

of the creative industries, which were believed to enjoy more creative freedom. 

 

We e like so g ite s e e got ideas attli g a ou d i  ou  heads that e a t to get 

out. It s ot eall  aki g ga es e ause of a a ee  hoi e o  the est a  to ake 
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o e , e feel o pelled to do it e ause e e got ideas i  there that we want to do, 

e e e t allo ed to get a  of it out in console development (Co-owner, male, late 

forties, 5). 

 

 

During networking events, self-employed developers regularly discussed the attraction of being 

part of a small development team. In interviews developers discussed the importance of 

making a variety of smaller games rather than making one large title and suggested that this 

provided more control over what they do.  

  

Being masters of our own destiny is definitely one of the reasons why many of us moved 

to o ile …….. I e e e   ate, he had just o ked o  Night- a e , I said hat did 

ou do o  it . He o ti ues ou k o  the it at the sta t he e it goes , , , eah I 

ote that . “o o  this huge ga e he polished o e ut he eas that year our team had 

written three games (Co-owner, male, early forties, 4). 

 

Ho e e , the eati e o t ol i depe de t de elope s sought he  goi g i die  as 

contrasted with making games that would appeal to the market. While some developers 

articulated that they were making games that were creatively appealing to them, these were 

often on platforms and in genres that reflected market norms, suggesting that the freedom and 

creativity they pursued was to be reconciled with market demands.  

 

When planning and monitoring their work activities, one of the major challenges was earning 

sufficient income. The time delay between releasing the game and revenue generation meant 

that developers had to carefully plan the work while considering future rewards. 

 

At the o e t e e got o e  o i g i  f o  Ad e tu e Pool, hi h as o igi all  

eleased last ea , ut e e o ki g o  t o diffe e t ga es.  “o the o e s o i g i  

ased o  last ea s o k a d the o k e e doi g o  p o a l  o t i g a  
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money u til the e d of this ea .  “o it s that so t of dis o e t that ou ha e to tell 

ou self, the e is t a di e t feed a k, if I o k dou le ha d this eek I  ot goi g to 

make double money this week (Co-owner, male, late forties, 5). 

 

Many developers would counter the insecurity of not knowing whether their own games would 

be successful by undertaking additional work to ensure a regular income. Job roles consisted of 

freelance software work, teaching games students and part-time work outside of the sector.   

At the same time, respondents understood the need to balance any additional work with 

working on their own games. Developers discussed their desire to gain extra funding, as this 

offered a means for securing future income and would enable them to take on less additional 

work, concentrating on their own games.  

 

I  appl i g to the P otot pe Fu d, the e's a lot of help fo  sta t-up companies. We just 

sent our application format video to the University prototype fund.  I think its £25,000 

so if we get that, hopefull  e ll e a le to o k on it as much as we can (Owner, male, 

early forties, 2). 

 

At networking events self-employed developers actively spend time seeking out developers 

who had achieved funding. They were keen to know about the types of funding available, the 

process of application, and how much time this may entail. Developers with funding were 

generally prepared to share their experiences. Successful developers were held in high esteem 

by their peers, as securing funding for their own projects resulted in increased autonomy over 

their working conditions.  

 

Developers spent a significant amount of time planning and managing their own work to try to 

ensure a reliable cash flow. The autonomous and free notion of the creative industries seems 

far from the everyday working experiences of these developers. While they cited creative 

freedom and self-control as reasons for being self-employed, many by contrast acknowledged 

and responded to market demands when developing a product, taking on additional work, or 
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spending time chasing funding in order to wrest more control, freedom and independence in 

their work. 

 

Self-Commercialisation 

 

Pongratz and Voß (2003) highlight self- o e ialisatio  as a ke  fu tio  of the e t eplo ee , 

stating that active produ tio  a d o e ialisatio  of o e s o  apa ities is ital ithi  the 

firm and the labour market. Respondents noted that gaining work or future employment 

opportunities was heavily dependent social networks.  Developers actively developed their 

personal network and showcased their skills at networking events in order to generate work. 

Developers and sector observers commented on the close knit nature of regional sector and the 

influence of connections in finding work.  

 

The industry is so small anyway, the way to get the jobs and the contracts is to know 

people. I go to a lot of e e ts a d o fe e es a d I k o  a lot of people, so he  I  

looki g fo  so ethi g I ll e ail the  o  he  I  at a o fe e e so eo e ight sa  

I  o ki g o  a p oje t a d I do t ha e this et a d I ll sa  he , that s hat I do 

(Freelancer, male, early twenties, 9). 

 

Self-e plo ed de elope s fi d et o ki g to e a ke  pa t i  de elopi g a fi s eputatio  fo  

finding collaborators:  

 

Networking is the easiest way into a job or the easiest way into collaborations between 

studios. I think it's really important to network, get yourself out there for people to 

know who you are as a studio and who belongs to that studio.  So yes, getting yourself 

out there as much as you can, getting feedback for your game can only be beneficial 

(Co-owner and environmental artist, male, early twenties, 14).  
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Observations at networking events revealed the strong sense of occupational community 

within the sector.  Developers would socialise together, forge friendships and actively support 

each other in finding work. Developers directed work towards their peers if its content lay 

beyond their skill set or they were busy working on other projects. They would actively network 

in order to seek out possible olla o atio s ith o e esta lished I die  de elope s. Aside 

from circulating business cards, developers would use more creative means to illustrate their 

skills and experiences, such as using mobiles phones and tablet computers to show potential 

collaborators their portfolio of work. Developers would also self-commercialise through the use 

of the twitter wall to promote their skills and indicate their availability to help out on projects. 

This initiative was encouraged by event o ga ise s as t eets  posted to the wall would be read 

out intermittently to encourage further tweets and to support the developers  collaborative 

activity.  

 

Online networking was used by developers to scan the market for jobs and make use of 

discussion boards, forums and newsfeeds. 

 

I  o  Li kedI  a d o iousl  o  t itte  as ell hi h is a good tool that a lot of people 

are using now, you can always see lots of jobs and things advertised on twitter and get 

passed around so yeah, I have been trying to make use of those (Graduate looking to 

enter the industry, male, early twenties, 12). 

 

Other developers talked about online networking as a work task given the reputation benefits. 

For example, a co-owner of an independent firm stated, 

 

It is work, it brings us in money and by people knowing about us a couple of clients have 

o ta ted us a d said, We e hea d a out ou th ough T itte .   “o, es, you need to 

treat it like work (Co-owner, male, early twenties, 11). 
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Another tactic used by developers to gain work or position themselves in the industry was to 

work for free or for a share of future profits. This appeared to be accepted as a legitimate way 

to enter the industry or to gain experience or exposure, particularly among less established 

developers, as the two following quotes illustrate.   

 

Even before I got my degree I found out that LW Games was an employment freeze. So I 

offered just to get my foot in the door saying I'll work for free for X amount of months 

until there's a place open. And they went, 'oh yeah, great, jump aboard,'. So I worked 

fo  f ee fo  th ee o ths………it as e  isk . I as pe iless fo  a hile. But it as 

worth it in the end, now I've moved out, got a great job. It's paid off really well (Full time 

flash developer, male, late twenties, 15). 

 

This is  Maste s deg ee as ell, so I'd e doi g o k ega dless, I'  doi g o k fo  a  

actual game that's going to be published.  So I've got to really count my chickens and not 

think I'm not getting paid (Co-owner and environmental artist, male, early twenties, 14). 

 

Working for free in return for a share of future profits was explained by some developers as a 

more collaborative way of making games and was regarded as an acceptable arrangement, 

given the experience they were gaining and the hope that the product they were working on 

would be a commercial success. Nevertheless, profitability cannot be guaranteed given the 

market s u p edi ta ilit .  One independent developer highlighted the common arrangement,  

 

No one earns anything until something is shipped and incentive there is for people to 

fi ish a p oje t so if ou do t fi ish it ou do t get paid a d the  ase the p ofit sha e 

on the content and the effort you have put in. (Owner, male, early forties, 2) 

 

 

Discussions at networking groups and the testimony of a majority of respondents suggested 

that working for a potential share of the profits, rather than a salary, was common practice. 
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Such a finding is consistent with evidence from elsewhere in the creative industries where 

unpaid work is prevalent (Ross, 2003).  

 

Self-rationalisation 

 

The final characteristic  of the e t eplo ee  conceptualisation relates to the self-determined 

organisation of daily life and long term plans, including the willingness to accept the centrality 

of o k i  o e s life Pongratz and Voß ,2003).Respondents discussed the intensive nature of 

p oje t o k a d highlighted that u h  (a practice widely used in the sector where employees 

work long hours in order to finish a project, Peuter and Dyer-Witheford,2005 ) was relatively 

normal. Respondents noted the brutal nature of the sector. 

 

“pa e Wi gs, I ea  did ou ead i  the e s the othe  da  that the  got u e  o e…. 

It's amazing what you can do with slavery, isn't it?...My mate, used to work for Space 

Wings and you're expected to crunch. It's not in the contract, but it might as well be. 

You're just expected to work and it's bleak. If you don't do the crunch then you're 

frowned upon, then if you get frowned upon you get fired (Full time flash developer, 

male, late twenties, 15). 

 

 

Self-employed developers accepted the reality of long hours, describing the condition as just 

the a  it is  a d as ep ese ti g passio  fo  ou  o k.  

  

You wake up at 9 am, start working and go to sleep at 2 in the morning you have to be 

passio ate a out hat ou e doi g Co-owner, male, early twenties, 13). 

 

For self-employed developers taking additional jobs could mean working more than 50 hours in 

a week. Taking on additional work was widespread amongst the developers interviewed and 
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reflected i e espo de t s e pe ie es.  One particular case concerns that of a developer who 

was employed full-time by a zoo: 

 

Wo ki g da  jo s is ot ideal , it s ot so ethi g e e tio  ofte ……..I usuall  spe d 

about 40 hours a week on zoo related things, I work until about 8-5 or 6 in zoo time then 

about 7 till 10 is my project game time and with any days off I get (Co-owner, male, 

early twenties, 11). 

 

The working of long hours was rationalised by developers as necessary to the achievement of 

success as a developer.  

 

I  u e tl  a pa t ti e Ma age  at Tes o, I do a out  hou s a eek.  “o add a othe  

.  It does get diffi ult, ut at the e d of the da  the o pa s p ofit a d su ess is 

basically measured on how much we want it.  It depends on how much we want to do, 

e e ot just fooli g a ou d, e a e % i  tu e ith ea h othe , e a d Will.  “o e 

will just work through the night and stay awake basically (Co-owner, male, early 

twenties, 10). 

 

Developers also indicated that they were willing to accept the centrality of work in their 

e e da  li es  illust ati g thei  fle i ilit , o ki g e e  he  the  e e off o k  eithe  i  

personal time or on holiday.   An ability to commit to these demands was facilitated by their use 

of ICT s hi h kept them constantly connected to work.  

 

I can go out and if there is anything particularly urgent they can give me a bell.  With 

o ile pho es ou a  a s e  e ails a d t eet f o  a he e…so fa  I ha e t had a 

holiday [but] I would imagine if I was going to I would say if there was anything you 

needed me to do I would sort it out (Freelancer, male, early twenties, 9). 
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This e ide e suggests that u h  is p ese t ot just i  la ge studios, but exists also in small 

independent development teams. There is some ambivalence towards long hours and 

demanding working conditions. Bei g o  all  as see  as expected by employers and refusal 

to respond to requests to work ould pote tiall  i pa t o  de elope s  opportunities for future 

employment. 

 

Discussion and Conclusion 

 

This article has explored how changing market structures and unstable labour market 

conditions have contributed to growing entrepreneurialism in the digital games sector. 

Additionally, it has considered the effects on the working lives of developers.   Wider media and 

political celebrations of enterprise are perhaps best understood in the context of austerity. This 

study has demonstrated that in the context of the digital games sector such rhetoric appears 

divorced from the work lives of developers. Increased outsourcing, growing casual employment 

and technological changes appear to have encouraged self-employment, but developers are 

ofte  left ith little alte ati e othe  tha  i olu ta  e t ep e eu ship  Kauto e  et al, 

2010). Despite challenging work conditions, many developers remain confident and optimistic 

about their working lives, choosing not to cite difficult labour market conditions as the primary 

reason for becoming self-employed. Instead, developers construct narratives of success and 

satisfaction, citing positively how self-e plo e t offe s f eedo  to a age o e s o  

destiny, creativity, and engage in work that is self-actualising. 

 

Usi g Po g atz a d Voß s  o eptualisatio  of the e t eplo ee , this exploratory study 

has revealed the reactions of developers to difficult business and labour market conditions as 

they try to ensure their economic survival and secure remunerative employment. Developers 

cited control, freedom and autonomy as major reasons for pursuing self-employment, 

notwithstanding the context of widespread structural changes in the sector that might narrow 

the possibilities for such self-employment.  Self-employed developers still have to work to 

deadlines, but how they achieve these targets was self-determined and subject to how they 
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manage their own working hours and activities, albeit not in circumstances of their own 

choosing . Their exercise of autonomy occurs within the boundaries of market demands, which 

contrasts with the flexible, liberating and cool (Reeves, 2001) notion of employment in the 

creative industries, suggesting that freedom and choice are unattainable (Hesmondhalgh and 

Baker 2009).  

 

Self-control appeared to be eroded as market conditions dictated developers take on additional 

work to fund their own projects. The study found that self-commercialisation is as important in 

the digital games sector as in others areas of the creative industries (Hesmondhalgh and Baker, 

2010), with developers working for free as a legitimate way to establish themselves and 

develop their reputation in the sector.  

 

Literature from the creative industries reveals the importance of networking as a means of 

gaining future employment or securing collaboration (Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2010, Barley 

and Kunda, 2004), to the extent that Blair et al (2003) render skills ineffective without the social 

o ta ts to le e age.  He e, et o ki g is ie ed i st u e tall  athe  tha  si pl  at hi g 

up  Wittel,  as de elope s fou d this to e u ial to self-commercialising.  If developers 

were unable or unwilling to take part in such activities their chances of obtaining work would 

be weakened, thus limiting opportunities in the sector.  Various strategies to self-commercialise 

extend the working week, intensify work, and blur the boundaries between work and private 

life. The extension of working hours and willingness to accept the centrality of work as part of 

de elope s  li es as atio alised  the elief that this illust ated thei  passio  fo  the o k 

and was an accepted norm in the sector. 

 

The findings from this research point to the emergence of a new characteristic of Pongratz and 

Voß s  o eptualisatio  of the e t eplo ee . While the autho s dis uss self-

atio alisatio  as o e of the ke  featu es of the e t eplo ee , e ide e f o  this study 

suggests that developers have to go beyond this feature and further redefine their capacity in 

the o kpla e. The efo e a  additio al featu e of the e t eplo ee  is a  a epta e o  
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willingness to self-exploit or be exploited .  This stud  has e ealed ho  de elope s ha e sho  

willingness to self-exploit or be exploited in two ways. Firstly, self-exploitation involves working 

fo  f ee  a d e ploiti g thei  ti e, ideas a d i telle tual p ope t  i  o de  to get e pe ie e  

or gain exposure in the sector. The second aspect concerns working well beyond the realms of a 

o ki g eek , effe ti el  ei g o  all  to the de a ds of e plo e s o  i  o de  e plo e 

opportunities that may increase their potential success in the sector. 

 

The practice of working for free was seen as commonplace and was positively reinforced by the 

occupational community who viewed it as ways of enhancing de elope s  e plo a ilit  a d of 

making money.  Despite the fact that performing unpaid labour was viewed as contributing 

collaboratively to making games, it was also undertaken in the belief that a game would 

become commercially successful. However, the unpredictability of the games market suggests 

that there is no guarantee that developers will receive financial payment for this work. Working 

e o d the o ki g eek  i luded de elope s e gagi g i  di e se a ti ities, i ludi g 

networking on and off line and outside of normal working hours in order to establish 

themselves in the sector due to competitive labour market conditions. Furthermore, it was 

e essa  fo  so e de elope s to o k lo g hou s at additio al da  jo s  i  o de  to assist i  

the financing of their independent businesses and wrest more control and independence over 

their work in the future.  

 

According to the evidence from this limited number of interviews, developers appear satisfied 

with their working conditions. However, digital gaming is not dissimilar to other areas of 

creative work which display an exploitative element (Arvidsson, 2010; Hesmondhalgh and 

Baker, 2009).  Rather than expressing unease about their working conditions, the developers in 

this study seem to accept their exploitation.  This corresponds with work in other areas of the 

creative industries where temporary workers fail are unable to resist exploitative practices 

given the pleasure of the job, the sense that self-actualising work reinforces their identity and 

their consent to exploitation will lead to developers receiving financial and psychological 

benefits in the future (Ursell 2000; Ross, 2003).  
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This article then contributes towards the literature on the digital gaming sector and to the 

specific focus on entrepreneurialism, which is largely absent. It provides a critical assessment of 

the impact of entrepre eu ialis  a d e te p ise o  i di iduals  o ki g li es, uildi g o  

research from Pongratz and Voß (2003) Haunschild and Eikhof, (2009) and Bergvall-Kåreborn 

and Howcroft (2013). However, the data in this study derives from a numerically small sample 

of respondents from a relatively narrow geographical context. Consequently, the therefore this 

study is best seen as exploratory and does not make grand claims of generalizability. 

Nevertheless, it provides compelling insights into the working experiences of a cohort of 

developers in the digital games sector and further research in the area would help to establish 

whether these tentative findings are indicative of definite trends.  
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Appendix 1  

 

Respondents  

Number Age Gender  Occupation Location  Interview  

1 Early 

Forties  

Male Chief Operating Officer  Manchester  Face to Face  

2 Early 

Forties  

Male Owner  Lymm  Face to Face 

3 Late Forties  Male Head of Business 

Development and co-

owner 

Macclesfield  Face to Face 
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4 Early 

Forties  

Male Co-Owner  Manchester Face to Face 

5 Late Forties  Male Co-Owner Manchester  Skype 

6 Early 

Twenties  

Male Co-Owner  Manchester  Skype 

7 Early 

Twenties 

Male Co-Owner  Manchester Face to Face 

8 Early 

Twenties  

Female Recruitment 

Consultant  

Wilmslow Face to Face 

9 Early 

Twenties 

Male Freelancer Chester  Skype 

10 Early 

Twenties 

Male Co-Owner  Chester Skype 

11 Early 

Twenties 

Male Co-Owner Chester Skype 

12 Early 

Twenties 

Male Graduate looking to 

enter the industry 

Chester Skype 

13 Early 

Twenties 

Male Co-owner Manchester  Skype 

14 Early 

Twenties 

Male Co-owner and 

Environmental Artist  

Manchester Skype 

15 Late 

Twenties  

Male Flash developer Wilmslow Face to Face 

16 Mid-

Twenties  

Male Artist Wilmslow Skype 

17 Early 

Forties  

Male Lecturer, Head of 

Games  

Manchester  Face to Face 

18 Early Male Artist Wilmslow Skype 
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Twenties 

19 Early 

Twenties 

Female  Artist  Wilmslow Skype 

20 Late 

Twenties 

Female  Owner  Manchester  Skype 

 

 

Appendix 2  

Events  

Name of event 

 

Date Location  

Mobile Network 12/03/2012 Manchester  

Technology Edge  21/03/2012 Macclesfield  

Mobile Network 10/04/2012 Manchester  

GDev Meet   

 

30/06/2012 Chester 

GDev Meet 

 

11/08/2012 Liverpool  

GDev Meet 08/12/2013 Liverpool  

 

 

 


